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Abstract A k-output spiking neural P system (SNP) with output neurons, O1; . . . ;Ok,

generates a tuple ðn1; . . . ; nkÞ of positive integers if, starting from the initial configuration,

there is a sequence of steps such that during the computation, each Oi generates exactly

two spikes aa (the times the pair a a are generated may be different for different output

neurons) and the time interval between the first a and the second a is ni. After the output

neurons generate their pairs of spikes, the system eventually halts. We give character-

izations of sets definable by partially blind multicounter machines in terms of k-output

SNPs operating in a sequential mode. Slight variations of the models make them universal.

Keywords Spiking neural P system � Sequential mode � Partially blind counter machine

1 Introduction

Neurons are arguably one of the most interesting cell-types in the human body. A large

number of neurons working in a cooperative manner are able to perform tasks that are not

yet matched by the tools we can build with our current technology. Some such tasks are

thought, self-awareness, intuition, etc. Coming closer to computer science, even ‘‘simple’’
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tasks that have been studied extensively, such as pattern matching, are performed much

faster and more reliably by our brains using the ‘‘technology’’ of neurons than our

computers which are several orders of magnitude faster in their information processing

capabilities.

We believe the distributed manner in which the brain processes information is important

in obtaining better performance, thus we are interested in the emerging area of Spiking

Neural P systems (SNPs) defined as a computational model in Ionescu M et al. (to appear),

and investigated in a series of papers: Păun Gh (to appear, submitted), Ibarra et al. (in

preparation). SNPs incorporate ideas from spiking neurons into membrane computing

(Păun 2002), see, e.g., (Gerstner 2002; Maass 1999, 2006).

We would like to stress that the current work is not intended as a straight simulation

of neurons as many features/details of neurons are omitted/abstracted. For example, the

different elements of neurons such as soma, dendrite, axon, axon terminal, Schwann

cells etc. are abstracted. We also do not consider the inhibitory synapses in a direct

manner, but rather model them indirectly by ‘forgetting rules’ (defined below). It is

also worth mentioning that we consider the spikes of the neurons to be of the same

type, thus the actual changes in the electric potential of spikes are assumed to encode

no information. Finally, in the basic model, the output of such a system of neurons is

considered to be the time elapsed between the only two spikes of the output neuron

(one specific, pre-set neuron). The reason behind this choice was two-fold: first

we want to have a model that is consistent (all the components have the same types of

rules), thus the output neuron is a ‘‘regular’’ neuron in all respects. Second,

this definition is very close to bio-implementation as one could observe the specific

output neuron, detecting the two spikes, and determining the time elapsed between

the spikes It is our hope that once technology gives way and we are able to

‘‘manipulate’’ neurons, the constructions presented in this paper could see a practical

implementation.

We now pass to a more detailed description of the SNP; such a system is

represented as a directed graph consisting of a set of neurons (nodes of a graph)

connected by synapses (directed edges of the graph). The neurons send signals (spikes)

along these synapses by means of firing rules, which are of the form E=ac ! a; t,
where E is a regular expression, c is the number of spikes consumed by the rule that

spikes a single a, and t is the delay between firing the rule and emitting the spike. A

rule can only be used if the number of spikes in the neuron are ‘‘covered’’ by

expression E, in the sense that the current number of spikes in the neuron, n, is such

that an is contained in the set L(E). In the time interval between firing a rule and

emitting the spike, the neuron is closed/blocked—it does not receive other spikes and

cannot fire. After the time interval, the neuron is again open and can again fire and

receive other spikes. There are also rules for forgetting spikes, of the form as ! k (s
spikes are just removed from the neuron). In this paper, for convenience, we will also
refer to the forgetting rules as firing rules. Starting from a fixed initial distribution of

spikes in the neurons (initial configuration) and using the rules in a synchronized

manner (a global clock is assumed), the system evolves. A computation is a sequence

of transitions starting from the initial configuration. A transition is maximally parallel

in the sense that all neurons that are fireable must fire. However, in any neuron, at

most one rule is allowed to fire. Details can be found in Ionescu et al. (to appear).

An SNP can be used as a computing device in various ways. Here, as in previous papers,

we will use them as generators of numbers. We will only consider SNPs with three types of

neurons:
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1. A neuron is bounded if every rule in the neuron is of the form ai=aj ! a; t, where

j � i, or of the form ak ! k, provided there is no rule of the form ak=aj ! a; t in the

neuron. Note that there can be several such rules in the neuron. These rules are called

bounded rules. (For notational convenience, we will write ai=ai ! a; t simply as

ai ! a; t).
2. A neuron is unbounded if every rule in the neuron is of the form a3ða2Þ�=a2 ! a; t,

a3ða2Þ�=a3 ! a; t, or aðaÞ�=a! a; t. (Again, there can be several such rules in the

neuron.) These rules are called unbounded rules.

3. A neuron is general if it can have general rules, i.e., bounded as well as unbounded rules.

An SNP is bounded if all the neurons in the system are bounded. If, in addition, there are

unbounded neurons then the SNP is said to be unbounded. A general SNP has general neurons.

It was recently shown in Ibarra O (in preparation) that a set QðPÞ � N1 is recursively

enumerable if and only if it can be generated by a 1-output unbounded SNP P all of whose

unbounded neurons have only one rule—either aðaÞ�=a! a; 0 or aðaÞ�=a! a; 2.

We generalize the SNP by allowing it to produce k outputs. A k-output SNP P has k
output neurons, O1; . . .;Ok. We say that P generates a k-tuple ðn1; . . .; nkÞ 2 Nk if, starting

from the initial configuration, there is a sequence of steps such that each output neuron Oi

generates exactly two spikes a a (the times the pair a a are generated may be different for

different output neurons) and the time interval between the first a and the second a is ni.

Moreover, after all the output neurons have generated their pair of spikes, the system

eventually halts, in the following sense:

P halts if it reaches a configuration where all neurons are open but no neurons are

fireable. In this paper, this will correspond to the configuration in which all neurons,

except for a specified subset R of neurons, have zero spikes, and those in R have

exactly two spikes. In fact, all the neurons in R will contain two spikes if and only if

the system has halted. Thus, to determine if the system has halted, we need only

check that each neuron in R has two spikes.

The set of all k-tuples generated is denoted by Q(P).

In this paper, we study SNPs operating in sequential mode. Informally, this means that

at every step of the computation, if there is at least one neuron with at least one rule that is

fireable, we only allow one such neuron and one such rule (both nondeterministically

chosen) to be fired. There are two interesting cases:

1. Case 1: At every step, there is at least one neuron with a fireable rule. We show that:

(a) A k-output sequential unbounded SNP P can generate a set QðPÞ � Nk if and

only if it can be generated by a partially blind multicounter machine (PBCM).

Since PBCMs are not universal (Greibach 1978), it follows that these SNPs are

not universal.

(b) In contrast to 1(a), sequential general SNPs are universal.

2. Case 2: Not every step has at least one neuron with a fireable rule. (Thus, the system

might be dormant until a rule becomes fireable. However, the clock will keep on

ticking.) In contrast to 1(a), we show that sequential unbounded SNPs are universal.

2 Sequential spiking neural P systems

We will investigate the computational power of SNPs whose behavior is controlled to

operate in a sequential manner (i.e., asynchronously). More precisely, the SNP is restricted

in its operation as follows:
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1. As before, the system starts from a fixed initial configuration and is synchronized, i.e.,

there is a global clock (so all the neurons use this clock).

2. However, a step consists of nondeterministically choosing a ‘‘fireable’’ rule. (For

convenience, a forgetting rule is classified as a ‘‘fireable’’ rule.) If there is no fireable

rule, then the system is dormant until a rule becomes fireable. However, the clock will

keep on ticking.

3. The convention for halting is like before, i.e., all neurons, except for a specified subset

R of neurons, have zero spikes and those in R have two spikes (and, of course, all the

neurons are open, but none are fireable).

For convenience we will refer to SNPs operating in a sequential mode as sequential SNPs.

2.1 Strongly sequential SNPs and partially blind counter machines

We will give a characterization of partially blind multicounter machines. But first we recall

the definition of a multicounter machine (Minsky 1967).

A nondeterministic multicounter machine (CM) M is a nondeterministic finite

automaton with a finite number of counters (it has no input tape). Each counter can only

hold a nonnegative integer. The machine starts in a fixed initial state with all counters zero.

During the computation, each counter can be incremented by 1, decremented by 1, or

tested for zero. A distinguished set of k counters (for some k � 1) is designated as the

output counters. The output counters are non-decreasing (i.e., cannot be decremented). A k-

tuple ðn1; . . . ; nkÞ 2 Nk is generated if M eventually halts in an accepting state, all non-

output counters zero, and the contents of the output counters are n1; . . . ; nk, respectively.

We will refer to a CM with k output counters (the other counters are auxiliary counters) as

a k-output CM.

A partially blind k-output CM (k-output PBCM) (Greibach 1978) is a k-output CM,

where the counters cannot be tested for zero. (Again the output counters are non-

decreasing). The counters can be incremented by 1 or decremented by 1, but if there is an

attempt to decrement a zero counter, the computation aborts (i.e., the computation becomes

invalid). Note that, as usual, the output counters are nondecreasing. Again, by definition, a

successful generation of a k-tuple requires that the machine enters an accepting state with

all non-output counters zero.

It is known that partially blind k-output CMs can be simulated by vector addition

systems, and vice-versa (Greibach 1978). (Hence, such counter machines are not uni-

versal). In particular, a partially blind k-output CM can generate the reachability set of a

vector addition system. We can characterize partially blind k-output multicounter machines

(PBCMs) in terms of ‘‘strongly sequential unbounded’’ SNPs.

A strongly sequential unbounded SNP is a sequential unbounded SNP which is

further restricted in its operation in that an accepting computation is valid only if

every step of the computation has at least one fireable rule. By every step of the

computation we understand that we start in the start configuration and continue

applying exactly one spiking or forgetting rule until the last spike is generated in the

system (be it either in the output neuron or any other neuron) or until the last

forgetting rule is applied in the system, whichever is the last operation of the

network. Otherwise (i.e., there is a step in which there is no fireable rule), the

computation is viewed as invalid and no output from such a computation is included

in the generated set.
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To illustrate how a strongly sequential SNP operates, in Fig. 1 we give an example of a

SNP generating Q ¼ f7nþ 1 j n � 1g along with a strongly sequential SNP generating the

same set. The SNP operates by having all three neurons fire in parallel during the first time

step sending a spike to the environment and beginning the output. Neuron 2 nondeter-

ministically picks to fire one of its rules. If the first rule is chosen, the system will repeat

(except that neuron 3 will forget its spikes during each time step). If the second rule in

neuron 2 is chosen, the system will trigger neuron 3 to fire sending a second spike to the

environment at 7nþ 1 steps after the first spike (where n is the number of times the system

looped plus 1). This second rule also causes the spikes in neurons 1 and 2 to be forgotten

and hence halting the computation of the system.

The operation of the strongly sequential SNP is more complicated. A valid computation

for this system fires the neurons in the following sequential manner: 1; 7; 2; ðð3; 4Þþ
ð4; 3ÞÞ; ð5; 6; 8; 7; 2; ðð3; 4Þ þ ð4; 3ÞÞÞ�; 5; 6; 7; 8; 8, where ðð3; 4Þ þ ð4; 3ÞÞ is interpreted to

mean that either ‘the firing of neuron 3 is followed by the firing of neuron 40 or ‘the firing

of neuron 4 is followed by the firing of neuron 30. For this system, the choice of rules in

neuron 5 determines whether the system will loop again (if the first rule is chosen) or the

system will halt (if the second rule is chosen). Other firing orders are possible, but these all

lead to invalid computations by forcing the system into a configuration with no fireable

neuron at some step, thus the computation does not produce an output in those cases. For

instance in the first step, neuron 7 could fire before neuron 1, but this will cause no neuron

to be fireable during the third step resulting in an invalid computation. Also, the sequence

of last three steps could be 8, 7, 8 causing neuron 7 to output a spike to the environment at

time 7nþ 4. This computation is invalid because time 7nþ 4 is a non-halting configura-

tion (since neuron 7 is initially closed) with no fireable neurons.

We now consider the case when each neuron is either bounded or unbounded. In fact, as

we shall see, we may assume that in an unbounded neuron, the only rule present is

a3ða2Þ�=a3 ! a; 0.

Lemma 1 If QðPÞ � Nk is generated by a k-output strongly sequential unbounded
SNP P, then it can be generated by a k-output PBCM M. Hence, such SNPs are not
universal.

Fig. 1 SNP (Left) and strongly sequential SNP (Right) generating Q ¼ f7nþ 1 j n � 1g
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Proof Given a k-output strongly sequential unbounded SNP P we construct a k-output

PBCM M to simulate P. M has several counters, which are initially zero. There are k
output counters, G1; . . . ;Gk. For 1 � i � k, when output neuron Oi of the P has generated

the first spike a, output counter Gi starts incrementing at every step of the simulation.

When Oi has generated the second spike a, Gi stops incrementing. When all the output

counters have stopped incrementing,M enters the Ending Phase, which we will describe

below.

We describe how the other counters of M are used to keep track of the numbers of

spikes in the neurons during the computation. A bounded neuron is easy to simulate and

does not need a counter. Since the regular expression in a bounded neuron represents a

finite set, the simulation of the neuron can be done in the finite control.

Consider an unbounded neuron. First consider the case when the only rule in the

unbounded neuron is a3ða2Þ�=a3 ! a; 0. (In fact, as we shall see, in the converse of this

lemma, only this rule is used in every unbounded neuron.) To simulate this unbounded

neuron, M uses a partially blind counter C to keep track of the number of spikes of this

neuron during the computation. Let m be the initial number of spikes in this neuron. At the

start of the simulation, M increments C (which starts at zero) to value m. During the

simulation, the finite-state control of M will keep track of the parity of C. If C is even, the

neuron cannot fire. If C is odd (we don’t know whether it is 1; 3; 5; . . .) and the neuron is

‘‘open’’, then when we fire the neuron, we decrement C by 3.

1. If C had value 1, the machine aborts.

2. If C had value 2iþ 1 (i ¼ 1; 2; . . .), then the the new value of C (after decrementing) is

2ði� 1Þ, which is even. The next time it will be odd is when a spike comes into the

neuron, and the counter value will then be 2ði� 1Þ þ 1. If i ¼ 2; . . .; then the neuron is

fireable. If i ¼ 1, then when we try to fire, the machine will abort.

Thus, M can simulate the rule a3ða2Þ�=a3 ! a; 0. In general, the neuron may contain

other rules of the forms a3ða2Þ�=a2 ! a; t, a3ða2Þ�=a3 ! a; t, or aðaÞ�=a! a; t. Clearly M
can determine (and nondeterministically choose)which rule to apply.

Ending Phase: This phase is entered only when the k output counters have k values

generated by the k output neurons of the SNP. M continues the simulation until at some

time, nondeterministically chosen, it guesses that P has halted. By definition, P has halted

if and only if all the neurons, except for a specified subset R of neurons, have zero spike

and those in R have two spikes.M then decrements by 2 the counters corresponding to the

neurons in R and enters an accepting state. It follows that M generates Q(P).

Lemma 2 Let QðMÞ � Nk be generated by a k-output PBCMM. Then we can construct

a k-output strongly sequential unbounded SNP Pðo1;���;okÞ
11 which generates the set

QðPðo1;���;okÞ
11 Þ ¼ fð11x1 � o1; � � � ; 11xk � okÞ j ðx1; � � � ; xkÞ 2 QðMÞ; xi � 2 for 1 � i � kg

for some set tuple ðo1; � � � ; okÞ where 0 � oi � 10.

Proof Given a k-output PBCM M, we construct a k-output strongly sequential un-

bounded SNP Pðo1;���;okÞ
11 for some tuple ðo1; � � � ; okÞ where 0 � oi � 10. Pðo1;���;okÞ

11 simulates

M by simulating each of M’s instructions with a strongly sequential unbounded SNP

module. The instructions of M are of the forms li ¼ ðADDðrnÞ; lj; lkÞ, li ¼ ðSUBðrnÞ; ljÞ,
and li ¼ HALT . We assume that M’s output counters (counters r1; � � � ; rk) are never

decreasing. In the simulation, we use a single neuron to represent each counter which

stores some count x as 2x spikes. The initial configuration of the system has the initial
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configuration of each module along with a single spike in neuron l0 (representing the

initiating neuron for instruction l0). When the computation halts, a correct computation will

leave the system with all neurons empty except neurons r1; � � � ; rk which each contains two

spikes. Due to the sequential nature of the machine, the output module requires 11 steps to

decrement each neuron rk0 for 1 � k0 � k and determine if this is an initial or final dec-

rement. Hence the numbers generated by Pðo1;���;okÞ
11 are eleven times the numbers generated

byM (minus some offset value of ten or less). Also due to the nature of the output module

we will describe later in the proof, the strongly sequential nature of the system only holds if

each tuple xk0 for 1 � k0 � k is � 2.

To simulate each ADD instruction we create the module shown in Fig. 2. The module is

initiated by a single spike to neuron li which fires sending a spike to both neurons li1 and li2
(during time t + 1 where time t is the time the initiating spike is sent to neuron li). Since the

system is sequential, one of these two neurons fires during the next step (time t + 2) and the

other neuron fires in the following step (time t + 3) with both sending a spike to neurons li3
and li4. (Since both rules have a delay of a single step, neurons li3 and li4 are not fireable

until both neurons li1 and li2 fire.) At time t + 4, neuron li4 spikes with a delay of 1. (Since

the neuron is closed at time t + 4, the second spike sent to neuron li4 is lost.) Neuron li3
spikes and fires at time t + 5 so neuron rn receives two spikes during one step. This

increments the value of counter rn by one.

When neuron li3 fires, a spike is also sent to neurons li5 and li6. Now one of these two

neurons is chosen nondeterministically to spike during time t + 6 and the other neuron

spikes during time t + 7. (Again, this is guaranteed because of the delay associated with

both rules.) These spikes guarantee that neuron li7 will spike at time t + 8 (nondetermi-

nistically applying either of its rules) and neuron li8 will spike at time t + 9. If neuron li7’s

second rule is applied, neurons li9 and lia both receive a single spike at time t + 9 (from

neuron li8). This causes li9 to spike at time t + 10 which is also the time step where neuron

li7 fires sending spikes to neurons li9 and lia. (So in the previous step neuron lia contained

one spike and now after one step it contains three spikes.) Neuron li9 will again spike at

time t + 11 causing both neuron lia (with 4 spikes) and neuron lib (with 2 spikes) to become

fireable. If neuron lia forgets at time t + 12 (causing neuron lib to fire at time t + 13) we will

Fig. 2 Strongly sequential unbounded SNP addition module
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not have a fireable rule at time t + 14 creating an invalid computation. If neuron lib fires at

time t + 12 (causing neuron lia to forget at time t + 13), instruction lj will begin to be

simulated at time t + 14.

If neuron li7 had chosen its first rule to fire (at time t + 8), both spikes from neurons li7
and li8 are received at time t + 9 by neurons li9 and lia making both fireable. If neuron li9
forgets at time t + 10, then neuron lia will fire at time t + 11 causing no neuron to be fireable

at time t + 12 (an invalid computation). If neuron lia fires at time t + 10, then neuron li9 will

forget at time t + 11 and initiating instruction module lk at time t + 12.

The SUB instruction is easier to simulate (since no checking for zero is necessary) and is

shown in Fig. 3. This module is again initiated by a single spike in neuron li which sends a

spike to both neuron li1 and li2 at time t + 1. These two neurons spike during the next two

time steps (t + 2 and t + 3) causing neuron li3 to spike at time t + 4 (sending a spike to

neuron rn) and li4 to spike at time t + 5. Due to the delay, the second spike sent to neuron li3
is not received. If the counter rn is storing a positive count, neuron rn will fire during time

t + 6 causing neuron li5 to receive two spikes at the same time. If this occurs, neuron li5
fires and initiates instruction module lj. If neuron rn contains only one spike, no neuron will

be fireable at time t + 6 creating an invalid computation.

Since neuron rn may be shared with other instructions we must guarantee additional

neurons are not initiated when rn spikes. Neuron rn only has outgoing edges to neurons li05

where li0 ¼ ðSUBðrnÞ; lj0 Þ. None of these neurons will fire since no additional spike is

present. However, these neurons must be cleaned-up to guarantee no spike lingers causing

problems later. To achieve this, when neuron li5 fires, it has a delay of s�1 time steps

where s is the number of instructions of the form li0 ¼ ðSUBðrnÞ; lj0 Þ in M. This delay

allows every li05 to forget the extra spike it received before the next instruction executes.

The HALT instruction is simulated by the output module shown in Fig. 4. The HALT
instruction initiates the output neurons and then halts the computation. The module is

initiated by a single spike sent to neuron r1 which causes the value stored in neuron r1 (x1)

to be output. (After the first output x1 is sent to the environment, the neuron r2 is triggered

to output x2). For each neuron ri, when it is triggered with an additional spike it will contain

an odd number of spikes. (This never happens previously in the computation since the

output counters are non-decrementing counters). This causes the neuron to fire sending

spikes to neurons i1, i2, i3, and di
1 making all four neurons fireable. Now neuron di

1 contains

4 spikes which can be forgotten. If the forgetting rule is applied before all neurons i1, i2,

and i3 have fired, there will be no fireable rule at some time slot between t + 6 and t + 8

Fig. 3 Strongly sequential unbounded SNP subtraction module
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causing an invalid computation. A valid computation nondeterministically fires neurons i1,

i2, and i3 at times t + 2, t + 3, and t + 4. Then neuron di
1 forgets its spikes at time t + 5. This

causes neurons i4, i5, and i6 to fire sequentially during the next three time steps (t + 6 to

t + 8) with delays respectively.

Neuron i4 fires sending a spike to neurons ri and di
1 at time t + 6 which will nonde-

terministically guess that either neuron ri has been fully decremented (causing neuron di
1 to

spike at time t + 7) or that it has not (causing neuron ri to spike at time t + 7). Neurons i5
and i6 work together to send two spikes to neurons i7 and OUTi simultaneously. Thus at

time t + 9 both neurons are fireable. The first time this occurs, neuron OUTi will fire at time

t + 9 sending a spike to neuron OFFi with a delay of 1 time step. During this delay, neuron

i7 will forget its spikes (time t + 10) and then neuron OFFi will spike (time t + 11) with a

delay of 10 time steps causing neuron SYSTEM OUTi to receive a spike at time t + 21. (If

neurons i7 and OUTi fire in the reverse order, there will be no fireable rule at time t + 11

causing the computation to become invalid). This loop is repeated identically for the next

decrement of ri until neurons i7 and OUTi again become fireable. (So for time steps

t þ 12; � � � ; t þ 19 a valid computation will cause the neurons ri; i1; i2; i3; d
i
1; i4; i5; i6 to

spike sequentially where the order of i1; i2; i3 can be interchanged). Remember that each

xi � 2 so a valid computation must make this loop at least twice. Now neuron i7 will spike

at time t + 20, neuron OUTi will forget at time t + 21, and neuron SYSTEM OUTi will

spike at time t + 22 with a delay of one time step. This initiates the output value at time

Fig. 4 k-output strongly sequential unbounded SNP module
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t + 23. (Again, if neuron OUTi is fired before neuron i7 there will be no fireable rule at time

t + 30 causing the computation to become invalid). If counter ri contains a count greater

than 2, then this decrementing loop must be rerun xi � 2 more times. For each of these

loops, when both neurons i7 and OUTi are fireable, a valid computation will have neuron i7
fire at each time t þ 20þ 11x and neurons OUTi and i8 fire at times t þ 21þ 11x and

t þ 22þ 11x (nondeterministically) for 0 � x � xi � 2.

When the system guesses that ri no longer can be decremented, neuron di
1 fires at some

time t þ 23þ 11x (which sends a spike to neuron ri making it no longer fireable and

leaving it with 2 spikes if the guess was correct). This is followed by neurons di
2; � � � ; di

8

firing sequentially during times t þ 24þ 11x; � � � ; t þ 30þ 11x. Neuron di
7 sends a spike to

neuron OUTi making it fireable during time t þ 31þ 11x. At time t þ 31þ 11x neuron

OUTi fires followed by neuron i8 and then neuron OFFi with a delay of 11� oi steps. (If

neuron i8 fires first, the computation becomes invalid). During this delay, neurons di
1–

Di
11�o1

fire (time t þ 34þ 11ðxi � 2Þ ¼ t þ 12þ 11xi to time t þ 22þ 11xi � oi). (Since

0 � oi � 10 there is guaranteed to be at least one of these delay neurons). Once neuron

Di
11�oi

fires, neuron SYSTEM OUTi receives the delayed spike and spikes at time

t þ 11xi þ 23� oi. Therefore, the output generated by neuron SYSTEM OUTi is 11xi � oi.

Finally, if i<k (i.e., this is not our last output), neuron riþ1 receives a spike and then fires

during the next time step.

This process is repeated for each ri for 1 � i � k allowing every generated output xi to

be sent to the environment as a multiple of 11 with an offset of oi by the corresponding

neuron SYSTEM OUTi.

Lemma 3 IfQðMÞ � Nk is generated by a k-output PBCMM, then it can be generated
by a k-output strongly sequential unbounded SNPP.

Proof Let M be a k-output PBCM M which generates the set QðMÞ. Define 11k � 2k

new k-output PBCMs Mðo1;���;ok ;c1;���;ckÞ such that QðMðo1;���;ok ;c1;���;ckÞÞ ¼ fððx1 þ o1Þ=11;
� � � ; ðxk þ okÞ=11Þ j ðx1; � � � ; xkÞ 2 QðMÞ; ðxi þ oiÞ is divisible by 11 for 1 � i � k; if

ci ¼ 1 then ðxi þ oiÞ=11 � 2; if ci ¼ 0 then ðxi þ oiÞ=11 ¼ 1g where 0 � oi � 10 and

ci 2 f0; 1g. This can easily be done by simulatingM with k new output counters. Once the

computation halts, the old counters are decremented by there appropriate offset (oi for

counter i) respectively and transferred to the new output counters. The transfer is done by

decrementing each old output counter and incrementing the new corresponding output

counter for every eleven decrements. For each counter i where ci ¼ 0, we decrement the

original output by exactly 11 and increment the new output counter by 1. For each counter i
where ci ¼ 1, we decrement the original output 22þ 11x times (where x � 0) and incre-

ment the new output counter by 1 for each 11 decrements. The machine nondeterminis-

tically guesses when the old counter has reached zero.

We construct a k-output strongly sequential unbounded SNP Pðo1;���;ok ;c1;���;ckÞ
11 which

generates the set QðPðo1;���;ok ;c1;���;ckÞ
11 Þ ¼ fð11x1 � o1; � � � ; 11xk � okÞ j ðx1; � � � ; xkÞ 2

QðMðo1;���;ok ;c1;���;ckÞÞg by simulating eachMðo1;���;ok ;c1;���;ckÞ. We use the construction given in

Lemma 2 with a slight modification to the output module. In the output module of Lemma

2 (Fig. 4) we duplicate the neurons given for each output. We use this structure only for the

set of neurons fri j ci ¼ 1; 1 � i � kg (meaning xi � 2). To output the remaining neurons

fri j ci ¼ 0; 1 � i � kg we use a new output module given in Fig. 5. This new module

allows these neurons which store the value 1 (2 spikes) to be decremented only once in a

strongly sequential manner.

12 O. H. Ibarra et al.
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We output the value stored in neuron ri by sending an additional spike to neuron ri. This

causes neuron ri to fire consuming 3 spikes at time t + 1 (where t is the time that the initial spike

is sent to neuron ri) sending a spike to neurons i1, i2, and i3. These three neurons fire non-

deterministically during time steps t + 2, t + 3, and t + 4 causing neurons i4, i5, and i6 to fire

sequentially during the next three time steps. These spiking neurons send a spike to neuron

OUTi and two spikes to neuron ri at time t + 7. The two spikes sent to neuron ri allow it to halt

with the appropriate two remaining spikes (assuming neuron ri initially did store a correct

count of one). Neuron OUTi will spike at time t + 8 causing neuron SYSTEM OUTi to spike at

time t + 9 (with a delay of one). Also at time t + 9 neurons OUT1 and di
1 receive spikes from

neuron i6. If neuron di
1 spikes before neuron OUTi spikes, time t + 15 will have no fireable rule

causing an invalid computation. A valid computation will have neuron OUTi spike followed

by neurons di
1; � � � ; di

11�oi
. When neuron Di

11�oi
fires (with a delay of one) the spike sent by

neuron OUTi is received by neuron SYSTEM OUTi. This will cause SYSTEM OUTi to spike

at time t þ 10þ 11� oi (generating the number 11� oi). If i 6¼ k, the spike triggering neuron

riþ1 is received during this last step causing neuron riþ1 to spike at time t þ 22� oi. After

outputting ri, all neurons in this module will contain zero spikes with neuron ri containing two

spikes (unless ri did not contain the correct count of one).

To regain QðMÞ, we take the union of all of these sets. Fig. 6 shows a union module

which operates in a strongly sequential manner and nondeterministically executes either

machine P1 or P2. The set R (containing neurons which will contain exactly two spikes in

a halting computation) is defined as neurons r1; � � � ; rk of both set modules. The set module

that is picked nondeterministically will leave it’s neurons in the correct configuration when

the system halts (assuming a correct computation occurred), but the alternate set module

will still have its neurons left in the initial configuration. Therefore, we will use the union

module to guarantee that the alternate set generating module is left in a correct halting

configuration. If the machine P1 is picked to be executed, two spikes are sent to neurons

r1; � � � ; rk in P2 to leave them with two spikes. Two spikes are also sent to neurons

OUT1; � � � ;OUTk in P2 which allows the initial spikes to be forgotten in k steps. The

Fig. 5 k-output strongly sequential unbounded SNP module with offsets for counters containing one
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neurons di
1 in P2 where ci ¼ 1 are also sent two spikes while neurons i7 and OUTi (where

ci ¼ 1) are sent three spikes. This allows these initial spikes to be forgotten in 3k0 steps

where k0 is the number of ci0
0s ¼ 1. Since the computation of P1 is initiated after a delay of

k þ 3k0 steps, all of the initial spikes in P2 are forgotten before the execution of P1 can

occur. (If machine P2 is non deterministically selected for execution, the same procedure

occurs to leave P1 in a correct halting configuration.) The resulting generated set is

QðP1Þ [ QðP2Þ. Figure 7 shows how each of these set generator modules can be linked

(with the system output neurons of each set generator module combined) so that at the start

of computation, one and only one set generator module is executed which generates some

k-tuple. This entire system will now generate the set QðPÞ ¼ QðMÞ.
From Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 we get the following result.

Theorem 1 A set QðMÞ � Nk is generated by ak-output PBCMM if and only if it can be
generated by ak-output strongly sequential unbounded SNP P. Hence, such SNPs are not
universal.

Fig. 6 Strongly sequential unbounded SNP union module

Fig. 7 k-output strongly sequential unbounded SNP generating the union of sets with offsets
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2.2 Relaxing the strongly sequential operation

If we relax our strongly sequential unbounded SNP model to allow time steps with no

fireable rules, we can show universality. We will call such models simply sequential
unbounded SNPs. Universality is shown by giving a construction such that any 1-output

CMM can be simulated by a sequential unbounded SNP P. It is well known that 1-output

CMs are universal.

Theorem 2 Sequential unbounded SNPs are universal.

Proof Given some multicounter machineM generating a set QðMÞ, we can simulateM
with a sequential unbounded SNP P11 which generates the set QðP11Þ ¼ f11x j x 2
QðMÞg. (We only need one non-decrementing output counter r1 in M). The SNP P11’s

initial configuration will again start with the initial configuration for each module along

with a single spike in neuron l0. When the computation halts, all P11’s neurons are empty

except neuron r1 which contains exactly two spikes.

To create a sequential unbounded SNP generating exactly QðMÞwe use the same ideas

and methods given in Lemma 3 . First we create 11 new multicounter machines Mo for

0 � o � 10 generating the sets QðMoÞ ¼ fðxþ oÞ=11 j x 2 QðMÞ; ðxþ oÞ is divisible by

11}. We then simulate each Mo with a sequential unbounded SNP Po
11 which generates

the set QðPo
11Þ ¼ f11x� o j x 2 QðMoÞ; 0 � o � 10g. The union of these 11 set generators

(using the union module in Fig. 6) creates one large sequential unbounded SNP P0 such

that QðMÞ ¼ QðP0Þ. Again the union module is used to both select which set generator

module to execute and to guarantee a correct halting configuration (by sending two spikes

to the unexecuted neuron OUT which are forgotten and one spike to the unexecuted neuron

r1 which remains along with a second spike sent at the end of computation by neuron

SYSTEM OUT).

To show that this SNP model can simulate any 1-output CMM by a 1-output sequential

unbounded SNP we must simulate instructions of the forms li ¼ ðADDðrnÞ; lj; lkÞ,
li ¼ ðSUBðrnÞ; ljÞ , and li = HALT. For each of these instruction types, we again create an

SNP module. We use our previous technique given in Lemma 2 (Figure 2) to simulate each

ADD instruction.

To simulate a SUB instruction, the previous subtraction module was unable to test a

counter for zero so we must create a new module for this instruction type. The new module

is shown in Fig. 8. It is initiated with a single spike in neuron li which immediately sends a

spike to neurons li1, li2, and li3 during time t + 1 (where t is the time the initial spike is sent

to neuron li). These three neurons nondeterministically spike during the next three steps

(time t + 2, t + 3, and t + 4). This causes neurons li4, li5, and li6 to spike sequentially during

the following three time steps (time t + 5, t + 6, and t + 7). The firing of neuron li4 sends a

spike to neuron rn causing it to contain an odd number of spikes. If the counter is non-zero,

neuron rn will fire during time step t + 8, otherwise no neuron will fire at time t + 8. (This

step with a possibility of no fireable rule which allows us to test the counter for zero).

If neuron rn fired, neurons li7 and li8 receive three spikes simultaneously. This causes

neuron li8 to fire initiating instruction lj after a delay. The delay is necessary to guarantee

all the remaining spikes are ‘cleaned-up’. Since neuron rn sends spikes to all neurons li07

and li08 where li0 ¼ ðSUBðrnÞ; lj0 ; lk0 Þ, these neurons receive a single spike during the

computation of instruction li. These spikes must be forgotten before the next instruction

executes. (None of these neurons will be fireable). We denote the number of these

On Spiking Neural P systems 15
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instructions by s so li8 will delay firing for 2s�1 steps to guarantee that everything is

cleaned-up.

If neuron rn does not fire, neurons li7 and li8 receive only two spikes simultaneously.

This causes neuron li7 to fire (at time t + 9 or t + 10 with neuron li8 forgetting its spike

during the alternate time slot) sending a spike to neurons li9 and rn. During the next time

step neuron li9 fires sending a spike to neurons rn and lia. Neuron lia is now fireable

initiating instruction lk after a delay to allow the system to ‘clean-up’. Now neuron rn fires

removing the spikes added by the current subtract module. This sends spikes to all neurons

li07 and li08 where li0 ¼ ðSUBðrnÞ, lj0 , lk0 Þ so 2s steps are needed to guarantee that these

spikes are all removed. (The delay for neuron lia allows 2s + 1 time steps to pass to allow

neuron rn to spike and guarantee all neurons li07 and li08 forget their spikes.)

To simulate li ¼ ðHALTÞ we create the module given in Fig. 9. This module decrements

neuron r1 and sends three spikes to neurons li1, li2, and li3 which fire nondeterministically

during the next three time steps. Neurons li4, li5, and li6 now spike sequentially. Neuron li4
initiates the next loop (if counter neuron r1 is not yet zero) after a delay of 5 time steps.

Meanwhile, neurons li6 and li5 operate together to trigger neuron OUT which triggers the

SYSTEM OUT neuron. Neuron li7 spikes one loop behind neuron 6 so that neuron OUT

receives a single spike both the first time r1 is decremented and the last time r1 is

decremented. During intermediate loops, neuron OUT receives two spikes together which

are then forgotten. After neuron SYSTEM OUT fires for a second time (generating the

output 11x� o), neuron CLEAN fires sending a spike to neuron r1. At this point, the

computation halts with all neurons empty except neuron r1 which contains two spikes

(assuming a correct computation).

2.3 Strongly sequential general SNPs

If we keep the strongly sequential requirement, but now allow general neurons, the model

becomes universal. In fact, for universality we only need three general neurons which

Fig. 8 Sequential unbounded SNP subtraction module
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allow the rules a3ða2Þ�=a3 ! a; 0 and a! a; 2 to coexist. (This is due to the fact that three

counters are sufficient for universality in a CM).

Theorem 3 Strongly sequential general SNPs are universal.

Proof Again this can be shown in the same manner as previous proofs and follows from

the proof of Theorem 2 with a change to the subtraction module. The new subtraction

module is shown in Fig. 10.

The operation of this module occurs identically to the subtraction module in the proof of

Theorem 2 up until a spike is sent to neuron rn. Here, if rn contains a non-zero count, the

first rule will be applied otherwise the second rule will be applied which allows a strongly

sequential computation. The remainder of the computation also follows from the proof of

Theorem 2 except that there is no need to remove a spike from neuron r when it contains a

zero count. (This module allows many computations which are invalid based on our

definition, but there exists a computation which correctly subtracts one (two spikes) from

neuron r and has a neuron spike during each time step).

3 Conclusion

The original SNP model introduced in Ionescu M et al. (to appear) operates in a

maximally parallel manner. This model was shown to be computationally complete

even with a variety of additional restrictions on the rule types. The model however, is

not universal if all of the neurons are bounded. In this paper we restricted the model to

operate in a sequential mode. With no additional restrictions on the rule types (model

called sequential general SNP), it was found that the model is still universal. Even

restricting the rules slightly (model called sequential unbounded SNP) we still retain

universality. When we restricted the sequential mode to a strongly sequential mode but

Fig. 9 Sequential unbounded SNP output module
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did not restrict the rule types, the model was again universal. However, restricting the

system to a strongly sequential mode of operation along with restricting the rules, we

found that such an SNP is equivalent to a PBCM. (This SNP model is referred to as a

strongly sequential unbounded SNP). It is interesting to note that both restrictions are

necessary for the characterization. For the bounded sequential (resp., bounded strongly

sequential) case, it is easy to show that such a k-output SNP can effectively be sim-

ulated by a PBCM with exactly k counters, all of which are output counters and,

therefore, nondecreasing. (Note that there are no blind counters). It is known that these

special PBCMs generate exactly the semilinear sets over Nk (Harju et al. 2002). Hence,

bounded sequential (resp., bounded strongly sequential) SNPs are not universal. These

results are summarized in Table 1.
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